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1. INTRODUCTION






where ˛0 2 f 1;1g, p W Œa;!Œ1!0;C1Œ . 1<a<! C1/, 'i WYi !0;C1Œ
(i D 0; :::;n) are continuous functions, Yi 2 f0;˙1g and Yi is either the interval
Œy0i ;Yi Œ
2 or the interval Yi ;y0i .





We say that the measurable function ' W Y !0;C1Œ is regularly varying as






D  : (1.2)
1If ! > 0 we will take a > 0.
2If Yi DC1(Yi D 1) we take y0i > 0 (y0i < 0) correspondingly.
c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Here, Y 2 f0;˙1g, Y is some one-sided neighbourhood of Y . If  D 0, such
function is called slowly varying.
It follows from the results of the monograph [11] that regularly varying functions
have the next properties.
M1: The function '.´/ is regularly varying of index  as ´! Y if and only if the
next representation takes place
'.´/D ´.´/;
where .´/ is a slowly varying function as ´! Y .
M2: If the function L WY 0!0;C1Œ is slowly varying as ´! Y0, the function
' WY !Y 0 is regularly varying as ´! Y , then the functionL.'/ WY !
0;C1Œ is slowly varying as ´! Y .






D  2 R;
then ' is regularly varying as ´! Y of index  .
M4: For every regularly varying function ' as ´! Y the property (1.2) takes
place uniformly as  2 Œc;d  for every segment Œc;d 0;C1Œ.
According to M1, it is clear that for every solution y of the equation (1.1) defined
on Œt0;!Œ Œa;!Œ such that
y.i/ W Œt0;!Œ !Yi ; lim
t"!
y.i/.t/D Yi .i D 0; :::;n 1/; (1.3)
the representations 'i .y.i/.t//D jy.i/.t/jiCo.1/ take place as t " !. Therefore the





We call the solution y of the equation (1.1), that satisfies (1.3), the P!.0n 1/-






If p is regularly varying as t " ! it is easy to show, using Proposition 9 in [10,
p. 116], that every regularly varying as t " ! of index  2Rnf0;1; :::;n 1g solution





-solution of (1.1). By the
other side, by the investigation of P!.0/-solutions of Equation (1.1) it will be clear,
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-solutions, where  2 R n f0;1; :::;n  1g, only if the
function p is regularly varying as t " ! of index   nC1 
n 1P
jD0
.  j /j .
It follows from the definition of P!.0/-solution, that every P!.1/-solution of
Equation (1.1) is rapidly varying as t " !. By the other side, by the investigation of
P!.0/-solutions of Equation (1.1) it will be clear, that (1.1) has the P! .1/-solutions
only if the function p is rapidly varying as t " !.
The first results about the asymptotic properties and the existence of P!.0n 1/-
solutions of Equation (1.4) are found in [4]. All P!.0n 1/-solutions of Equation
(1.4) were investigated in [5,6]. In case nD 2 for all P!.0n 1/-solutions of Equation
(1.1) the necessary and sufficient conditions of existence and asymptotic representa-
tions as t " ! were found later in [1–3, 8].
The aim of the work is to establish the necessary and sufficient conditions of the














j ; n D
n 1X
jD0
.n j  1/j ; !.t/D

t if ! DC1;
t  ! if ! <C1;






















a p./j!./j0 d DC1;
!; if
R !


























The following conclusions take place for Equation .1:1/.
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Theorem 1. The next conditions are necessary for the existence of P!.0n 1/-






















0n 1 1 D Yi ; (2.1)
y0i y
0
iC1a0iC1.0n 1 1/!.t/ > 0 as t 2 Œa;!Œ; (2.2)














has no roots with zero real part, then Conditions .2:1/ and .2:2/ are sufficient for the
existence of P!.0n 1/-solutions of Equation .1:1/. For any such solution the next


















where i D 0; : : : ;n 2, take place.










0 D Yi ; (2.5)
˛0y
0
n 2 > 0; y0i y0iC1J.t/ > 0 as t 2 Œa;!Œ; (2.6)




k.1C/k D .1C/n (2.7)
has no roots with zero real part, then Conditions .2:5/ and .2:6/ are sufficient for the
existence of P!.1/-solutions of Equation .1:1/. For any such solution the asymptotic
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) of Equation .1:1/ and Conditions .2:5/ and
.2:6/ are necessary and sufficient for the existence of P!.1/-solutions of .1:1/.
By additional conditions on the functions '0, '1, ..., 'n 1 the asymptotic rep-
resentations as t " ! of P!.0n 1/-solutions and their derivatives from the first to
(n 1)-th order are found in the explicit form.
In order to formulate our following results we present the next definition.
Definition 1. We call the slowly varying function  as ´! Y (´ 2) satisfies the









.´L.´//D .´/Œ1Co.1/ as ´! Y .´ 2/
takes place.
The next conclusions follow from Theorems 1 and 2.
Corollary 1. Let the functions 0, ..., n 1 satisfy the condition S . Then for









) of Equation .1:1/ the next
























Œ1Co.1/; i D 0; : : : ;n 2
take place.
Corollary 2. Let the functions 0, ..., n 1 satisfy the condition S . Then for any


















Œ1Co.1/; i D 0; : : : ;n 2
take place.
2.1. Preliminary considerations
The following lemma is true.






















ularly varying as ´! Yi .´ 2 Yi / of index a0jC1a0iC1 for every j 2 f0; :::;n 1g.










. By (1.3) and (1.1) the function y.i/.t/ is strongly mono-
tone on Œt0;!Œ for every i 2 f0; :::;n 1g, because its derivative y.iC1/ has a fixed sign




. Due to (1.5) and Lemmas






Œ1Co.1/; .k D 0; ::;n 1/ (2.9)
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is regularly varying as ´!Yi .´2
Yi / of index
a0jC1


















Œ1Co.1/ .l;k D 0; ::;n 1/: (2.11)












































 D 1D .n j  1/  .n j  2/










is regularly varying as ´!Yi .´2
Yi / of index
a0jC1
a0iC1 in case 
0
n 1 D 1. 
2.2. Proof of the main results.
Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. Necessity. Let y W Œt0;!Œ! Y0 be a P!.0n 1/-









. Then by Lemmas
10.1 and 10.2 from [7], according to (1.3) and (1.5), the asymptotic representations
(2.9) take place as 0n 1 ¤ 1. It follows from (2.9), that (2.2) and the second of
conditions (2.1) take place in this case. We get (2.11) if 0n 1 D 1 like in the proof
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of Lemma 1. Putting in (2.11) k D n  1, l D n  2, we get the first of inequalities
(2.6). By virtue of (1.5), corollary 10.1 and note 10.1 from [7] we have as t " ! for


















Œ1Co.1/; if 0n 1 D 1:
(2.12)
This means that the second of representations (2.4) takes place.




exists for the function y.n 1/ on










8i 2 f0; :::;n 2g:








(i 2 f0; :::;n  2g) is slowly varying as ´! Yn 1 .´ 2 Yn 1/. In case 0n 1 D 1







(i 2 f0; :::;n  2g) is regularly varying of index 1 as ´!





































 if 0n 1 D 1;
is regularly varying as ´! Yn 1 .´ 2 Yn 1/ of index 0 ¤ 0.







D I 0k.t/Œ1Co.1/; k D

0; if 0n 1 ¤ 1;
1; if 0n 1 D 1:
(2.13)
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By (2.13), Theorem 2.1 from [11] and the definition of the functions Ik.t/, we





D 0Ik.t/Œ1Co.1/; k D

0; if 0n 1 ¤ 1;
1; if 0n 1 D 1:
(2.14)
If 0 ¤ 1 (k D 0) the first of representations (2.4) follows from this.









0; if 0n 1 ¤ 1;
1; if 0n 1 D 1:
(2.15)
Therefore the first of conditions (2.1) follows from (2.15), where j D 0 and (2.9),
where k D n  1. The second of conditions (2.5) follows from (2.15), (2.11) and
(1.3) in case 0n 1 D 1.

















































is regularly varying as ´! Yn 1 .´ 2 Yn 1/ of index 1 in case 0n 1 D 1. By







D J 0.t/Œ1Co.1/ as t " !; (2.16)





D J.t/Œ1Co.1/ as t " !: (2.17)
By (2.11) this representation leads to the second of inequalities (2.6). From (2.17)






Œ1Co.1/ as t " !: (2.18)
Using (2.11), we get from this representation the second of representations (2.8). By
putting the second of representations (2.8) in (2.14), where k D 1, we get the first
of representations (2.8). From (2.11), (2.15) and (2.18) the first of conditions (2.5)
follows.
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. Let also Conditions (6 – 8) take
place as 0n 1 ¤ 1 and Conditions (10 – 12) take place as 0n 1 D 1.
Let us consider the function


























; if .n  i  1/0n 1 > n  i  2;
 0; if .n  i  1/0n 1 < n  i  2;
(2.20)
























.i D 0; :::;n 1/
on the set D 1Y0  :::1Yn 1 . For every i 2 f0; :::;n  1g the number y1i 2 Yi




i ;Yi Œ; if Yi D Œy0i ;Yi Œ;
Yi ;y
1
i ; if Yi DYi ;y0i ;
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It is easy to see that the function˚i is monotone onYi for every i 2 f0; :::;n 1g.






˚i .´i /D ˚0n; (2.22)
where
˚0n D
8<: 1; if !.t/.
0
n 1 1/0 > 0; or ˛0I1.t/ > 0 if 0n 1 D 1;










D ci .i D 0; :::;n 1/;
n 1X
iD0
ci D 0: (2.24)








































.0IC1/; if a0iC2a0iC1 > 0; y0i y0iC1 > 0;
























> Y 0i ;
Y 0i D

Yi ; if YiC1 D 0;
 1; if YiC1 D1; i D 0; :::;n 2:
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Let us suppose that F is not a one to one mapping. Then
9 .p0; :::;pn 1/; .q0; :::;qn 1/ 2; .p0; :::;pn 1/¤ .q0; :::;qn 1/
such that
F.p0; :::;pn 1/D F.q0; :::;qn 1/:











D kj 2R n f0g; j D 1; :::;n 1:
(2.25)













˚i .si /D ˚0.s0/
n 1Q
iD1
















































sign˚i .´i /; .´i 21Yi /: (2.26)
Therefore the function ˚0.s0/
n 1Q
iD1
˚i .k1:::kis0/ is strongly monotone on this line.
But then (2.25) is impossible. So, there exists the inverse function F 1 W F./!.
Looking on the function F , we obtain
F 1.w0; :::;wn 1/D


















Let us show that we can choose the number t0 2 Œa;!Œ in such a way, that















if 0n 1 ¤ 1;
J 0.t/
J.t/
if 0n 1 D 1;










if 0n 1 D 1;
L.t/D
8<: !.t/ if 
0
n 1 ¤ 1;




















signy0n 1 if 0n 1 D 1:
By the type of the set F./it is sufficient to prove that
signH0.t/D ˚0 if t 2 Œa;!Œ; (2.28)
for all i D 1; :::;n 1




and for all i D 1; :::;n 1 if a0iC1a0i < 0
lim
t"!
Hi .t/D Y 0i 1: (2.31)















Using the first of conditions (2.1), we obtain in case 0n 1 ¤ 1
!.t/.
0
n 1 1/y0n 1 > 0 if t 2 Œa;!Œ:
From this inequality and the condition (2.2), where i D n 1, it follows that 0I0.t/ >
0 for t 2 Œa;!Œ in case 0n 1 ¤ 1. Therefore, in this case from (2.33) we have (2.28).
Using the first of conditions (2.5), in case 0n 1 D 1 we obtain
0˛0I1.t/J.t/ > 0 if t 2 Œa;!Œ:
From this inequality and the condition (2.6), where i Dn 1, it follows that ˛0y0n 1J.t/>
0 for t 2 Œa;!Œ in case 0n 1 D 1. Therefore, 0y0n 1I1.t/ > 0 for t 2 Œa;!Œ and from
(2.33) we have (2.28) in this case.
The equality (2.29) follows from (2.2) in case 0n 1¤ 1. If 0n 1D 1we get (2.29)
due to the second of conditions (2.6).





n 1  .n  i  1/








.n  i  1/0n 1  .n  i  2/
< 0 (2.34)
takes place. By (2.34), the second of conditions (2.1), the definition of the function
!.t/ and the definition of Y 01 we have (2.31).


































if 0n 1 D 1;





0 if 0n 1 ¤ 1;
J.t/J 00.t/
.J 0.t//2 if 
0
n 1 D 1:




















Œ1Co.1/ if 0n 1 ¤ 1;






















< 0 or 0J.t/ < 0:
(2.37)
follows from (2.36) by the type of functions L.t/ and H0.t/.
By definition of numbers ci , the inequality 0a0iC1ci > 0 takes place for all i 2
f0; :::;n  1g. Therefore, if 0n 1 ¤ 1 we obtain (2.30) using (2.37) and (2.2). The
existence of such b0 2 Œa;!Œ that for any t 2 Œb0;!Œ the inequality ˛0I.t/0J.t/ > 0
takes place, follows from the first of representations (2.5) in case 0n 1 D 1. This
leads to (2.30) by (2.23).
So, we have (2.27).
Let us introduce the next notations for all i 2 f0; :::;n 1g
Y Œi.t/D F 1i .H0.t/; :::;Hn 1.t// :
From the properties of the function F and the functions H0,...,Hn 1 it is easy to
see, that for all i 2 f0; :::;n 1g Y Œi is continuously differentiable on Œt0;!Œ.
Using (2.1), (2.2), (2.5), (2.6) and the transformation of Equation (1.1)
y.i/.t/D Y Œi.t/Œ1C´i .x/; (2.38)
where
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; Qj .x; j´ /D
j







j D 0; :::;n 1, t .x/ is the inverse function for the function x D ˇ ln jL.t/j.
Then we consider the system (2.40) on the set
˝ D Œx0;C1ŒD; x0 D ˇ ln j!.t0/j;
D D f.´1;´2/ W j´i j  "; i D 1;2g :
















as j D i; 0n 1 ¤ 1;
ˇa0iC1
0n 1 1
as j D iC1; 0n 1 ¤ 1;
 ˇ as j D i; 0n 1 D 1;
ˇ as j D iC1; 0n 1 D 1;
0 as j … fi; iC1g;
if i D 0; :::;n 2; j D 0; :::;n 1;









as j ¤ n 1; 0n 1 ¤ 1;
ˇ.n 1 1/
0n 1 1
asj D n 1; 0n 1 ¤ 1;
ˇj as j ¤ n 1; 0n 1 D 1;
ˇ.n 1 1/ as j D n 1; 0n 1 D 1;










0 as i D 0; :::;n 2;
n 1Y
jD0















as i D n 1; 0n 1 D 1;
R
Œi











































1 if 0n 1 D 1:






j´0jC :::Cj´n 1j D 0 .i D 0; :::;n 1/
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2 .x;´0; :::;´n 1/D 0 .i D 0; :::;n 1/ (2.42)
























 D 1; uniformly for j´i j< 1
2
: (2.45)
Let us show at first that for all i 2 f0; :::;n 1g
lim
t"!
Y Œi.t/D Yi : (2.46)
The inequality ˇˇˇˇ
ˇY Œi.t/˚ 0i .Y Œi.t//˚i .Y Œi.t//   ci
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ< j0j8mn
for all t 2 Œt0;!/ follows from (2.27) and the definition of the set. By this inequality
for t 2 Œt0;!Œ we have
  j0j
8mn
C ci < Y





C ci ; (2.47)



















1 if 0n 1 ¤ 1;
J 00.t/J.t/
.J 0.t//2  1 if 
0
n 1 D 1;
.j D 1; :::;n 1/
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Y Œj .t/˚ 0j .Y Œj .t//
˚i .Y
Œj .t//
; Pik.t/D l ikCPi0.t/
k 1X
jD0





8<:  1 if i  k 1;
























































.n  i  1/ci D 1
0n 1 1




it follows that for every i 2 f0;1g there exist constants ki0;ki1 2 R such that
signki0 D signki1 D
8<: sign.a0iC1.0 1// if 
0
n 1 ¤ 1;
1 if 0n 1 D 1;


































From (2.27) and one to one property of F it is clear, that signY Œi.t/D signy0i for
every i 2 f0; :::;n 1g. So, we have (2.46).
The representation (2.45) follows from (2.46) M3 and M4.
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By the definition of Y Œi (i D 0; :::;n 2)













if 0n 1 ¤ 1;
1 if 0n 1 D 1




























if 0n 1 ¤ 1;
1 if 0n 1 D 1:
We get the first of representations (2.43), using the equality (2.49).




















as t " !:
























































Œ1Co.1/ if 0n 1 ¤ 1;
I 01.t/J.t/
0I1.t/J
0.t/ Œ1Co.1/ if 
0
n 1 D 1:
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This leads to (2.44) by the first of conditions (2.1) and the first of conditions (2.5).
So, (2.42) takes place.
Equation (2.3) is the characteristic equation for the matrix of coefficients of linear
part of system (2.41) in case 0n 1 ¤ 1. Equation (2.7) is the characteristic equation
for this matrix in case 0n 1D 1. By Conditions of Theorems 1 and 2 these equations
have no roots with zero real part. Therefore all conditions of Theorem 2.2 from [9]
are satisfied for system (2.41). By this Theorem the system (2.40) has at least one
solution f´ign 1iD0 W Œx1;C1Œ ! Rn .x1  x0/, that follows to zero as x!C1. So,
due to (2.38), (2.39) and the equality
Fi

Y Œ0.t/;Y Œ1.t/; :::;Y Œn 1.t/

DHi .t/;
we get that Equation (1.1) has at least one solution y that admits the next asymptotic







DHi .t/Œ1Co.1/; i D 0; :::;n 2:
(2.50)
By (2.19) and the second of representations (2.50), the first of representations (2.50)
can be rewritten like the first of representations (2.4) in case 0n 1 ¤ 1. In case
0n 1 D 1 let us rewrite the first of representations (2.50) like the first of represent-
ations (2.8). If 0n 1 ¤ 1 we rewrite the second of representations (2.50) like the
second of representations (2.8). By these representations and (1.1) it is clear that y is
a P!.0n 1/-solution of (1.1). The Theorems 1 and 2 are proved.
Proof of Corollaries 1, 2. Let y W Œt0;!Œ!Y0 be a P!.0n 1/-solution of Equa-









. It follows from (2.9), that in case
0n 1 ¤ 1 the function y.i/.t/ is regularly varying of the index a0iC10n 1 1
. Then, by
M1, using the condition S, from the first of representations (2.4) we get the first of
representations in Corollary 1.





























So, the next representation
y.i/.t/D jJ.t/jL.jJ.t/jy0i /signy0i ;
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where the function L.´/ is slowly varying as ´! Yi , takes place for all t 2 Œt0;!Œ.
Then, by M1, using the condition S, we get from the first of representations (2.8) the
first of representations in Corollary 2.
The second representations in Corollary 1 are the second of representations (2.4).
The second representations in Corollary 2 are the second of representations (2.8).
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